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Abstract The thermodynamic features of a synthetic

molecular thread, recently proposed acting as an electro-

chemically-driven two-states molecular device, have been

systematically investigated by means of nanoseconds time-

scale classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and

basic statistical mechanics relations. Results clearly sug-

gest that the accessible conformational space of such a

potential molecular switch shows a strong environmental

dependence: the reversible molecular switching mecha-

nism observed in liquid solution is effectively suppressed

when the synthetic thread is hypothesized working in

vacuo. Such a result has been related to a subtle energetic/

entropic balance experienced by the whole system (solute

and solvent) during the intramolecular conformational

transition of the molecular thread, in presence and in

absence of the solvent.

Keywords Molecular machines and devices �
Environmental effects

1 Introduction

Artificial molecular devices and machines have been rep-

resenting, in the last decades, a very active and intriguing

research area [1–5]. The basic idea behind the design and

preparation of a molecular device is the possibility of

transforming an external stimulus (e.g., light absorption,

chemical reagents, electrochemical reduction) into

mechanical work at the nanometer scale. In this respect,

novel synthetic supramolecular assembly able to perform

specific tasks are emerging, and at the same time, are

inspiring the scientific community in the development of a

bottom–up nanotechnology for the twenty-first century. To

this end, biological systems, e.g., ATP-synthase to myosin,

do provide excellent examples of highly efficient natural

molecular machines [6, 7]. Unfortunately, molecules are

not simple mechanical objects but complex and flexible

systems undergoing typical thermal fluctuations. Further-

more, the peculiar feature a molecular machine should

possess is linked to the ability of funnelling an ad hoc

external stimulus into a reduced number, ideally one, of

large-amplitude internal motions (see e.g., the fascinating

translational isomerism in catenanes [1–5]). A further dif-

ficult aspect is also represented by the not negligible role of

the surrounding physical environment, i.e., the solvent,

whose effect has repeatedly been emerging in experimental

measurements [8–17].1

Theoretical and computational scientific approach may

provide, in this respect, a reliable tool to the understanding

of the dynamical concepts and the basic features of the

driving forces, at electronic–atomic level, behind a con-

trollable submolecular motion [18]. In a recent
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communication [19] we reported a highly efficient and

relatively simple electrochemically-driven two-states

molecular switch based on a synthetic thread (hereafter

termed as 1, see Fig. 1) for hydrogen-bonded molecular

shuttles [20], capable of converting an external perturba-

tion (i.e., oxidation–reduction of 3,6-di-tert-butyl-1,8-

naphthalimide station, ni) into an intramolecular and

cyclable elongation-like conformational transition (see

Fig. 2). The basic and original idea was to use an essential

molecular component of the rotaxanes [20], the linear

thread, as a potential molecular machine; the picture

emerged from our theoretical and computational investi-

gation indicates that the succ-[C12 alkyl-spacer]-ni thread,

in acetonitrile dilute solution (MeCN), changes its free

energy minimum conformation as a function of the

reduction/oxidation of the ni-site. As a matter of fact, as

radical anion (reduced species, 1-), the synthetic thread

basically starting from an elongated conformation F(1)

undergoes a complete conformational change which: (1)

efficiently converts electrochemical energy into mechani-

cal one, (2) brings the succ and ni- moieties in close

interaction via electrostatic (hydrogen bonding) contacts.

This conformational change provides a different and deep

free energy minimum basin in which the molecular thread

is in a folded conformation, F(1-). Furthermore, the pro-

cess can be reversed, thus the system is reported in its own

initial configuration, F(1), by oxidation of ni-. This means

that a molecular switch able to interchange between these

two ‘‘conformational’’ states, i.e., F(1) and F(1-), in a

controllable manner through a selective electrochemical

reduction/oxidation of ni, has been achieved [19].

In this contribution we extend the results reported in the

above communication by explicitly taking into account the

effects of the surrounding environment on the thermody-

namic features associated to the transformation of the

chemical energy into mechanical one. Our strategy is to

compare results from classical molecular dynamics (MD)

simulations in equilibrium conditions of oxidized and

reduced 1 in MeCN, in liquid N–N dimethylformamide

(DMF) and in ideal gas-phase conditions.

We wish to remark that the investigation in ideal gas-

phase condition, which apparently represents a rather

unrealistic condition, may provide interesting mechanical/

dynamical features resembling ‘‘dry’’ bidimensional arrays

onto a surface [16, 17]. The use of DMF was inspired by

experimental data indicating its ability of solvating 1/1-

[20].

2 Computational details

For a detailed description of the computational setup

employed in the present study we invite the interested

reader to refer to already cited literature [19]. Herein we

only report the basic features and technicalities of our

theoretical investigation.

Two classical MD simulations, one for 1 and the other

one for 1- species, were carried out at 298 K in MeCN (at

its typical liquid density of 782.2 kg/m3) [21] for 20 ns in a

NVT ensemble using an integration step of 2.0 fs with the

roto-translational constrain motion applied to the solute

[22]. The temperature was kept constant by the isokinetic

temperature coupling [23] and all bond lengths were

Fig. 1 Molecular structure of the synthetic thread (1) recently

proposed acting as an electrochemically-driven two-states molecular

device [19]. Succ stands for succinimide site and ni for 3,6-di-tert-
butyl-1,8-naphthalimide site, respectively

Fig. 2 Schematic view describing the so called elongation-like

submolecular motion. When the synthetic thread is in its oxidized

species the free energy minimum is basically in an elongated

conformation, F(1); on the contrary, after the selective reduction of

the 3,6-di-tert-butyl-1,8-naphthalimide (ni) the molecular system is

found in a folded conformation, F(1-), which is characterized by a

strong hydrogen bonding network between the neutral succinimide

(succ) and radical anion 3,6-di-tert-butyl-1,8-naphthalimide (ni-)
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constrained using LINCS algorithm [24]. Long range

electrostatics was computed by the particle mesh Ewald

(PME) method [25], with 34 wave vectors in each

dimension and a fourth order cubic interpolation. The

Gromos force field [26] was used and the atomic point

charges of 1 and 1- were taken from the literature [19].

The same protocol was adopted for simulating 1 and 1- in

liquid N–N DMF [27] and in ideal gas-phase condition.

A preliminary conformational analysis of the trajectories

was carried out using essential dynamics (ED) [28]

technique, which is based on the construction and diago-

nalization of the covariance matrix C of the positional

fluctuations of the all-atoms. This procedure provides a

new set of generalized coordinates associated with the

eigenvectors of the matrix (i.e., the essential eigenvectors).

The value of the corresponding eigenvalues (i.e., the fluc-

tuations along the eigenvectors) allows us to separate

the intramolecular large collective essential motions (i.e.,

the eigenvectors showing the largest eigenvalues) from the

remaining small amplitude fluctuations (i.e., mechanically

constrained internal motions) [28]. In the light of ED

results, vide infra, the mechanical behavior of the synthetic

thread has been further analyzed following the intramo-

lecular distance (hereafter termed as Rs–n) between the

geometrical centre of the two end terminals (succinimide

and naphthalimide sites, see Fig. 1) along the equilibrated

portion of the classical sampling at room temperature. We

then evaluated the probability (pi) of occurrence of a given

Rs–n
i interval along a pre-defined monodimensional grid.

Thus, taking as reference condition (termed as ref) the most

recurring interval of inter-terminus Rs–n distance (with

corresponding pref and hereafter termed as Rs–n*), the

Helmholtz free energy DAi associated to the reversible

ref ? i conformational transition may be calculated using

the standard formula

DAi ¼ �RT ln
pi

pref

ð1Þ

while the corresponding internal energy variation and

entropy change

DUi ¼ Ui � Uref ð2Þ
DSi ¼ DUi � DAið Þ=T ð3Þ

may be obtained by averaging the potential energy over the

NVT MD frames associated to the i and ref intervals.

The errors for the free energy were calculated by dividing

the trajectory in two subportions and considering the semi-

dispersion of the result (Eq. 1). For the internal energy

(Eq. 2) the error was calculated as the mean standard error

within the above grid. For the entropy we propagated the

above errors according to related Eq. 3.

In analogy with our previous investigation [19] and in

order to assess the reliability of the model, we preliminarily

calculated the experimentally available ultraviolet (UV)

absorption spectrum of the reduced species 1- in the range

350–470 nm in DMF [20], which corresponds mainly to
2p ? p* electronic excitations of the naphthalimide radi-

cal anion [19]. The UV spectrum of 1- in DMF has

been computed applying the recently proposed semi-clas-

sical perturbed matrix method (PMM) computational

procedure [19, 29–31], in conjunction with TD-PW91/6-

311??G(d,p) unperturbed electronic calculations [19] and

20 ns classical MD sampling at room temperature; In this

respect, the effects of the classical and fluctuating sur-

rounding environment, at each step of the MD sampling, is

modeled as an external and homogeneous perturbing field

acting on the unperturbed electronic wavefunctions.

Finally, according to PMM procedure [19, 29–31] in

combination with basic statistical mechanics relations we

have evaluated the oxidation free energy for removing an

electron from the reduced species (radical anion, 1-)

confined in its free energy minimum ensemble in gas-phase

using the same strategy and the same unperturbed quantum

chemical calculations outlined in our previous communi-

cation [19].

All the classical MD simulations were carried out using

the Gromacs software [32].

3 Results and discussion

3.1 The succ-[C12 alkyl-spacer]-ni thread in MeCN

and DMF

First of all we analyzed the classical MD trajectories in

terms of ED technique [28]. Our first aim is to characterize

the largest internal fluctuations of the molecular thread and,

also, to evaluate the actual convergence of our MD simu-

lations; to this end, the ED analysis was carried out on the

most flexible system, i.e., 1 neutral species in MeCN [19].

The spectrum of the all-atoms covariance matrix shows

that the conformational fluctuations of 1 may be described

by a single eigenvector with a 2.5 nm2 of eigenvalue versus

0.5 nm2 of the second one. The projection of the trajectory

of 1 in MeCN onto the first essential eigenvector produces

the structures depicted in Fig. 3 indicating that the

mechanical behavior of the synthetic thread can be also

characterized by monitoring the Rs–n distance (see Sect. 2).

Moreover, we checked the actual convergence of our sys-

tem by performing ED analysis on the two halves of the 1

trajectory and calculating the overlap of the essential

eigenvectors derived from the related ED analysis. The

value of 0.8 indicates a very good overlap, providing evi-

dence of the convergence of our simulated system.

Therefore, we extended the thermodynamics of 1 in ace-

tonitrile solution whose preliminary results were reported
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in our recent communication (see the 298 K Helmholtz

free energy profiles depicted in Fig. 3 in Zazza et al. [19]).

The internal energy (DU, see Eq. 2) and entropy factor

(-TDS, see Eq. 3) variation, associated to the equilibrium

free energy profile of the reduced species, 1-, in MeCN

and reported in Figs. 4 and 5, indicate that 1- free energy

minimum, at about Rs–n* = 6.7 ± 0.2 Å [19], may be well

characterized as a local energetic minimum, therefore

showing a not negligible entropic contribution. In fact the

lowest internal energy structure, at about Rs–n = 5.2 Å,

also shows a drastic entropy decrease probably due to the

closeness between the radical anion 3,6-di-tert-butyl-1,8-

naphthalimide and the succinimide moieties, sharply sup-

pressing the internal fluctuations. Such a result suggests

that even charged species, as the 1-, is potentially driven in

acetonitrile solution both by coulombic and entropic forces.

In this respect it should be underlined that both submo-

lecular motions (e.g., the observed translational process of

the benzylic amide macrocycle from succ to ni station [20],

and the recently proposed elongation-like conformational

change in the succ-[C12 alkyl-spacer]-ni synthetic thread

[19]) result not only as a consequence of the enhancement

of the hydrogen-bond-accepting affinity of the ni-site as

radical anion [33], but also because of entropic factors.

The same quantities are reported in Figs. 6 and 7 for the

oxidized species, i.e., 1. The absolute free energy minimum

of 1 lying at Rs–n* = 18.2 ± 0.2 Å [19], is neither ener-

getically nor entropically disfavoured. As a matter of fact,

it does not represent a minimum on the potential energy

curve (see Fig. 6) and is not a maximum on the related

entropy variation (see Fig. 7). At last, it is also interesting

to note that it does exist an entropy maximum, at about

Rs–n = 11.7 ± 0.2 Å (i.e., partially folded conformations),

Fig. 3 The four structures schematically reported have been obtained

by the projection of the classical MD trajectory of the 1 species in

acetonitrile solution at 298 K onto the largest internal amplitude

fluctuation (first essential eigenvector) of the covariance matrix

Fig. 4 Internal energy variation (kJ/mol) as a function of Rs–n

internal coordinate for the synthetic molecular thread (reduced

species, 1-) in acetonitrile diluite solution as obtained by means of

classical MD sampling at room temperature; the most recurrring

interval (Rs–n* = 6.7 ± 0.2 Å) is taken as reference (i.e., free energy

minimum condition, see text)

Fig. 5 Entropic factor (kJ/mol) as a function of Rs–n internal

coordinate for the synthetic molecular thread (reduced species, 1-)

in acetonitrile diluite solution as obtained by means of classical MD

sampling at room temperature

Fig. 6 Internal energy variation (kJ/mol) as a function of Rs–n

internal coordinate for the synthetic molecular thread (oxidized

species, 1) in acetonitrile diluite solution as obtained by means of

classical MD sampling at room temperature; the most recurrring

interval (Rs–n* = 18.2 ± 0.2 Å) is taken as reference

386 Theor Chem Acc (2009) 123:383–390
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which is actually counterbalanced by an internal energy

increase; on the contrary, an internal energy minimum at

Rs–n = 6.7 ± 0.2 Å (folded conformations) features a rele-

vant entropy decrease. Furthermore, the presence of a flat

region (with Rs–n between 8 and 12 Å) in the 298 K

Helmholtz free energy profile of 1 species in solution [19]

is ascribed to the loss of order in the system over the whole

simulated ensemble, thus reflecting an intriguing link

between thermodynamic quantities and conformational

distributions. More specifically, the thermodynamic anal-

ysis reported in Figs. 6 and 7 indicates that, contrary to the

situation observed for the folded conformations of 1 at

Rs–n = 6.7 ± 0.2 Å, the internal energy of the entire sys-

tem is disfavoured and, most importantly, larger than

associated entropy. This implies that the driving force of

the conformational relaxation steps in the 1 ensemble upon

vertical oxidation, may be identified as energy–entropy

compensation effects that dominate the elongation-like

process of the thread in acetonitrile solution.

To better figure out the above results we decided to

analyze the two ‘‘states’’ on the 1 curve at

Rs–n* = 18.2 ± 0.2 Å and Rs–n = 11.7 ± 0.2 Å. In Fig. 8

we have reported the root mean square fluctuation

(RMSF) of the two already quoted states. Our results

suggest that the elongated conformations (those confined

at Rs–n = 18.2 ± 0.2 Å) actually correspond to a ‘less

fluctuating’ state with respect to partially folded ones (see

Fig. 8). This may be related to the fact that larger Rs–n

distances conceivably reduce the conformational reper-

toire which becomes larger at intermediate distances; In

fact, at Rs–n lower inter-terminus distance correspond a

higher number of 1 accessible conformations by means of

thermal fluctuations at 298 K. Additional 3D volumetric

density maps of the atomic coordinate at 1.0 Å resolution,

calculated by using the MD frames with Rs–n distances

between 18.2 ± 0.2 and 11.7 ± 0.2 Å (reported in Fig. 9),

indicate considerably different conformational flexibility

as a function of such a geometrical deformation parame-

ter, thus confirming the trend previously observed in our

calculation. Furthermore, in order to evaluate the effect of

the solvent we also calculated the solvent accessible sur-

face (SAS) area around the synthetic molecular thread

(i.e., the solute). According to the result, reported in

Fig. 10 for the above states, the elongated conformations

have an uni-modal distribution which provides a SAS

expectation value larger than the partially folded state

showing a sharp shoulder at almost 9 nm2. Summarizing,

the above data (RMSF, 3D density maps and SAS) may be

rationalized invoking an entropy increase of the partially

folded conformations (that is Rs–n = 11.7 ± 0.2 Å), with

respect the elongated ones (Rs–n* = 18.2 ± 0.2 Å), which

is essentially due to intrinsic (i.e., conformational

Fig. 7 Entropic factor (kJ/mol) as a function of Rs–n internal

coordinate for the synthetic molecular thread (oxidized species, 1)

in acetonitrile diluite solution as obtained by means of classical MD

sampling at room temperature

Fig. 8 Root mean squares fluctuations (RMSF, in nm) of the

synthetic molecular thread in its oxidized species (1); solid line
(elongated conformations, Rs–n* = 18.2 ± 0.2 Å), dashed line (par-

tially folded conformations, Rs–n = 11.7 ± 0.2 Å)

Fig. 9 3D Volumetric density maps for the synthetic molecular

thread in its oxidized species (1): upper panel elongated conforma-

tions (Rs–n* = 18.2 ± 0.2 Å); bottom panel partially folded

conformations (Rs–n = 11.7 ± 0.2 Å)
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flexibility of the synthetic molecular thread) and envi-

ronmental (i.e., larger number of free solvent molecules in

the partally folded state) effects.

From a computational point of view it is worth noting

that classical MD simulations for 1 and 1-, carried out over

nanoseconds time-scale in liquid N–N DMF (see Sect. 2),

qualitatively provide the same picture as observed for the

synthetic thread in MeCN. Unfortunately, since there are

not experimental values about the actual redox potential,

i.e., reversible work of reduction of the naphthalimide

moiety in DMF solution, a comparison between experi-

ments and theory is not, al least at the moment, possible.

The only available experimental measurements for 1-

system in DMF are those reported by Brouwer et al. [20]

and associated with the UV absorption spectra of the

electrochemically generated 1- species. The absorption

maximum characteristic of the naphthalimide radical anion

within the synthetic thread was found at 422 nm [20].

Having this in mind, and in analogy with previous findings

in MeCN solution [19], we have then decided to theoreti-

cally reproduce the UV spectrum of 1- in DMF, in the

range 350–470 nm corresponding to ni-site excitations.

The calculated UV spectra, which arises from the merging

of two 2p ? p* electronic excitations [19], predicts the

existence of a single peak with the maximum located at

420 nm and a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of

about 32 nm (see Fig. 11). Such a result being consistent

with experimental data (kmax = 422 nm and FWHM of

about 30 nm) [20]: (1) points out the ability of PMM

methodology in reproducing the spectroscopic properties in

molecular systems of high configurational complexity and,

most importantly, (2) confirms the reliability and accuracy

of the overall computational setup, which supports the

presence of an efficient mechanism for converting

(reversibly) an electrochemical stimulus into mechanical

energy following the oxidation change of the naphthali-

mide moiety in the ni-[C12 alkyl-spacer]-succ thread both

in MeCN and DMF.

3.2 The succ-[C12 alkyl-spacer]-ni thread in vacuo

Interestingly, and not unexpectedly, the same procedure

carried out in the absence of the solvent produced the

result shown in Fig. 12 from which it is clear the absence

of any chemical to mechanical work transformation upon

oxidation. Indeed, in contrast to the case of 1 and 1- in

MeCN and in liquid N–N DMF, current MD simulations in

vacuo clearly indicate that succ-[C12 alkyl-spacer]-ni

synthetic thread, at the equilibrium conditions, appears in

both species basically in a closed conformation

[Rs–n*(1-) = 5.4 Å, Rs–n*(1) = 6.7 Å, see Fig. 12]. The

folding is induced by intramolecular hydrogen bonding

interactions between the lone pairs of the 3,6-di-tert-butyl-

1,8-naphthalimide oxygen atoms and the hydrogen atoms

of the two succinimide amide groups. We remark that both

simulations were started from the molecular thread in a

fully elongated conformation. Such a result, intuitively

explainable on the basis of the ‘dielectric’ effect of the

solvent shielding the coulombic interactions between

the two end-terminus (i.e., succ and ni sites) points out the

crucial role of the surrounding physical environment. In

turn, this is a successful example of a ‘‘wet’’ stimulative-

responsive nanomechanical device exhibiting (energetic/

Fig. 10 Solvent accessible surface (SAS) area (nm2) of the synthetic

thread (oxidized species, 1)/solvent molecules interface; solid line
(elongated conformations, Rs–n* = 18.2 ± 0.2 Å), dashed line (par-

tially folded conformations, Rs–n = 11.7 ± 0.2 Å)

Fig. 11 Calculated, at PMM/PW91/6-311 ??G(d,p) level of com-

putation from 20 ns MD classical simulation in N–N

dimethylformamide (DMF) dilute solution, UV spectrum of 1-

molecular system in the range between 350 and 470 nm; The

computed maximum shows a kmax at almost 420 nm, while the

experimental absorption maximum was found lying at

kmax = 422 nm (see Brouwer et al. [20])
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entropic balance)-driven switching mechanism with

remarkable conformational discrimination. Moreover, the

presence of the solvent is found to affect the overall free

energy associated with the oxidation of 1- (DAredox); As a

matter of fact, the DAredox of 1- in acetonitrile and in gas-

phase are estimated to be 124.4 kJ/mol [19] and 136.6 kJ/

mol (red dashed arrow in Fig. 12), respectively. This dif-

ference in the reversible work for removing an electron

from the reduced species confined in its free energy min-

imum basin is consistent with the conformational

(relaxation) free energy following the oxidation of 1- in

solution, that is DAc,1 = -11.6 kJ/mol [19].

Consequently, without generalizing the result, the above

emerged picture suggests, in nice agreement with experi-

mental statements, [8–17] that a molecular system may act

as a molecular device under external influence only in

particular environmental conditions. With respect to mac-

roscopic devices and machines, this aspect significantly

increases the potentiality of machineries, at the scale of

individual molecules, designed for future applications.

Therefore, molecular-based machines offer us the possi-

bility to plan and, most importantly to further refine the

basic features of nano-technological applications: not only

taking into account controllable amplitude fluctuations, but

also providing a relatively large field of different minia-

turization processes.

4 Conclusions

Classical MD simulations carried out on the synthetic thread

1 in MeCN, in liquid N–N DMF and ideal gas-phase con-

dition, in conjunction with previously published PMM

results [19], quantitatively point out the importance of the

environmental effects on its performance and, conceivably,

on its efficiency as a two-states molecular device. From our

investigation it emerges an important and subtle balance

between energetic and entropic factors underlying the

reversible elongation of 1- upon selective oxidation of the

3,6-di-tert-butyl-1,8-naphthalimide. In particular, the sol-

vent seems to act as a shield modulating the intramolecular

coulombic effects but also as a reservoire of entropic forces

resulted not negligible in the simulated systems. Further-

more, such an electrochemically-driven two-states

molecular switch, being effectively inactive when hypothe-

sized working in vacuo, can be formally characterized as a

‘‘wet’’ molecular device under strict electrochemical

control.

Our results, far from being generalized, quantitatively

confirm that physico-chemical environmental effects should

be seriously taken into account for the design of nanode-

vices as already emerged in recent experimental works.

Other important factors, such as dynamical effects related to

the irreversibility of the actual process, should also be

investigated and will represent a natural extension of the

present investigation currently in progress in our laboratory.
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